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Abstract Protein interactions are important for under-
standing many molecular mechanisms underlying cellular
processes. So far, interfaces between interacting proteins
have been characterized by NMR spectroscopy mostly by
using chemical shift perturbations and cross-saturation via
intermolecular cross-relaxation. Although powerful, these
techniques cannot provide unambiguous estimates of
intermolecular distances between interacting proteins.
Here, we present an alternative approach, called RED-
SPRINT (REDduced/Standard PRoton density INTerface
identification), to map protein interfaces with greater
accuracy by using multiple NMR probes. Our approach is
based on monitoring the cross-relaxation from a source
protein (or from an arbitrary ligand that need not be a
protein) with high proton density to a target protein (or
other biomolecule) with low proton density by using iso-
tope-filtered nuclear Overhauser spectroscopy (NOESY).
This methodology uses different isotropic labeling for the
source and target proteins to identify the source-target
interface and also determine the proton density of the
source protein at the interface for protein-protein or pro-
tein-ligand docking. Simulation indicates significant gains
in sensitivity because of the resultant relaxation properties,
and the utility of this technique, including a method for
direct determination of the protein interface, is demon-
strated for two different protein–protein complexes.
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Introduction
Many biological processes rely on cascades of protein
interactions (Uetz et al. 2000; Rain et al. 2001). The
structural characterization of protein–protein interfaces is a
precondition for understanding biological processes at an
atomic level. Indeed, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy has been very successfully used to study
protein–protein interfaces. So far, three approaches have
been developed to study the association of biological
macromolecules, (1) the complete structure determination
of protein–protein complexes by using intermolecular dis-
tance restraints, (2) the identification of the interfaces on
each molecule and (3) the characterization of the relative
orientation (docking) of two binding partners. The first
method relies on asymmetric isotopic labeling of the two
partners. The combination of isotope filters (Otting and
Wuthrich 1990; Breeze 2000; Ikura and Bax 1992) with
nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (Kumar et al. 1980;
Neuhaus and Williamson 2000) (NOESY) allows one to
focus on intermolecular distances. However, despite recent
progress in studying large complexes, (Williams et al.
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2005; Xu et al. 2006) this approach often suffers from
unfavorable relaxation properties and ambiguities in
assigning degenerate proton chemical shifts. Alternatively,
the chemical shift perturbations observed upon complex
formation between the source and target molecules can be
used to identify the interface. Although this approach is
easy to implement, provides valuable information, and is
suitable for systems with high molecular weight (Fiaux
et al. 2002) and even for in-cell experiments, (Burz et al.
2006a, b) it may still suffer from ambiguities, since
chemical shift perturbations are difficult to interpret in
terms of structural effects (Foster et al. 1998). Therefore
any conclusion regarding the complex structures from
chemical shift perturbation studies is restricted to semi-
quantitative approaches (van Dijk et al. 2005; Dominguez
et al. 2003). Recently, a cross-saturation method was
developed, (Takahashi et al. 2000; Shimada et al. 2009)
which enables one to unambiguously identify amide (Ta-
kahashi et al. 2000) or methyl (Takahashi et al. 2006)
protons located near the interface of the target protein.
However, this rather sparse information does not allow one
to identify the interface with high spatial resolution. A third
approach may combine several methods including the
measurement of residual dipolar couplings in weakly ori-
ented samples, (Clore 2000) the anisotropy of diffusion
tensors, (Fushman et al. 1999, 2004; Fushman and
Cowburn 2003; Ryabov and Fushman 2007) and pseudo-
contact shifts in paramagnetic molecules (Guiles et al.
1996; Gaponenko et al. 2002; Pintacuda et al. 2006) Such
data can provide constraints pertaining to the relative
orientation of the binding partners in a complex, and can be
combined with intermolecular nuclear Overhauser effects
(nOe’s) (Clore 2000) or chemical shift perturbation data
(van Dijk et al. 2005) to implement protein–protein
docking.
Here, we introduce an NMR protocol for identifying
biomolecular interfaces based on the study of a REDuced/
Standard PRoton density INTerface (REDSPRINT). In this
approach, the source protein (or other ligand) is prepared
without any isotopic enrichment, thus having a high proton
density (HIPRO), whereas the target protein is isotopically
labeled (13C and/or 15N and *85% 2H) so as to have a
reduced proton density (REDPRO) (Shekhtman et al. 2002)
Cross-relaxation from the high to the low proton-density
molecule is monitored by using a modified version of
isotope-filtered NOESY (Breeze 2000) which allows one to
identify the interface.
Methods that rely on intermolecular dipolar interactions,
(Shimada et al. 2009; Kiihne et al. 2005; Hamel and
Dahlquist 2005; Sui et al. 2005; Breeze 2000) and specially
those employing intermolecular nOe’s, are prone to spin
diffusion. Spin diffusion is a potential drawback since it
limits the accuracy of identifying both the source and the
target protons. However, in the REDSPRINT protocol, and
in other similar approaches (Zangger et al. 2003; Eich-
muller et al. 2001), spin diffusion within the source protein
turns out to be beneficial whereas spin diffusion in the
target protein is decreased because of its reduced proton
density (Gross et al. 2003; Shimada et al. 2009). As shown
in Fig. 1b, source protons that are not located at the
interface constitute a polarization reservoir that is con-
nected to the interface via spin-diffusion. Another clear
advantage of this methodology is that no chemical shift
assignment of the source protein/ligand is required and one
can probe various NMR probes (amide, aliphatic and aro-
matic protons) using a single sample.
Our simulations indicate that this approach benefits from
both extensive spin diffusion within the source and much
reduced spin diffusion within the target, allowing the use of
longer mixing times than in conventional NOESY experi-
ments and leading to a significant increase of sensitivity for
selected cases. This methodology is demonstrated on a
protein–ligand complex involving human ubiquitin as tar-
get protein and the ubiquitin-interacting motif of ataxin 3
(AUIM) as the source protein. This technique was also
applied to map the interface between the Src homology 3
domain (SH3) (target) of C-terminal Src Kinase (Csk) and
Fig. 1 Schematic figure illustrating the REDSPRINT methodology.
The target protein is shown in red at the right (a) when the proton
density is high (HIPRO) and in blue (b) when the proton density is
low (REDPRO). The source protein (or ligand) with high proton
density is shown in pink. Two experimental approaches are compared:
a in a traditional filtered NOESY experiment where both the target
and the source have a high proton density: cross-relaxation is efficient
but spin-diffusion within the target and the source affects the accuracy
and the sensitivity of the experiment; b when the target has low
proton density and the source has a high proton density, proton-
dilution reduces the sensitivity of the experiment but spin-diffusion
ensures that the source protein (or ligand) acts as a large polarization
reservoir (provided chemical shift labeling is avoided), while spin
diffusion in the target is reduced. c In addition, the traditional labeling
scheme (a) makes observation difficult because of fast transverse
relaxation resulting in broad signals, while in the REDPRO target
(b) the signals are narrow
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the 25 residue peptide from the proline-enriched tyrosine
phosphatase (PEP) (source), the putative interaction motif
perturbed in the autoimmune disease-related single nucle-
otide polymorphism in PTPN22 (Bottini et al. 2004). The
Csk SH3-PEP system was studied both in 2H2O and in a
viscous mixture of 2H2O and [
2H8] glycerol to mimic the
behavior of complexes with high molecular mass.
Materials and methods
Theory
Relaxation
NMR of biological macromolecules is often limited by fast
transverse relaxation. Proton-detected experiments in large
proteins are dramatically affected by rapid transverse
relaxation due to strong proton-proton dipolar interactions,
which results in the loss of signal-to-noise. This effect can
be significantly reduced by deuteration, (Gardner and Kay
1998) although the sensitivity is also reduced in proportion
to the concentration of the remaining protons. In protein–
protein complexes, an asymmetric labeling scheme such as
the one presented in Fig. 1b can be used in various strat-
egies. (Fiaux et al. 2002; Shimada et al. 2009; Gross et al.
2003) The benefits of partial deuteration can be lost in part
because of intermolecular dipolar interactions that enhance
transverse relaxation of protons located near the interface.
Nevertheless, as demonstrated by studies on large com-
plexes, (Fiaux et al. 2002; Shimada et al. 2009; Gross et al.
2003) this effect does not prevent one from investigating
the interface.
In large biological macromolecules, dipolar cross-
relaxation is very efficient thus making NOESY experi-
ments (Neuhaus and Williamson 2000) particularly
attractive for large systems with low proton density. (Horst
et al. 2007) In NOESY experiments, the initial chemical
shift labeling of the proton polarization leads to shift-
dependent polarization at the beginning of the mixing time.
The effective longitudinal proton relaxation rates associ-
ated with the diagonal peaks correspond to selective
relaxation rates, where only the protons of interest are
inverted, so that the memory of the spin system is very
short. The rapid transfer of the polarization towards
neighboring protons determines the selective relaxation
(Fig. 1a). It is therefore necessary to keep the mixing time
short to prevent extensive spin-diffusion. Under these
conditions, a large number of accurate structural con-
straints can be obtained. However in protein complexes,
fast intramolecular cross-relaxation within the source
protein is an issue, because it is not observed in filtered
NOESY experiments. The ability to detect weak and
long-range intermolecular dipolar cross-relaxation is
limited by the short memory of the system. Therefore, to
access longer mixing times and achieve sufficient accuracy,
it is necessary to reduce the effects of intramolecular cross-
relaxation.
In a modified filtered NOESY pulse sequence, (Zangger
et al. 2003) the initial polarization is not labeled by any
chemical shift evolution before the mixing time. The
information about the origin of the polarization is lost but
the polarization of a given proton decays slowly because it
is not affected by intramolecular cross-relaxation. It can be
shown (see Fig. 2) that for large protein complexes, the
polarization transfer is more efficient.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the reduced proton density of the
target protein greatly alleviates intramolecular spin-diffu-
sion and leads to narrow signals. Simulations have shown
that (Supporting Information Figures S7–S9) the accurate
identification of the interface in a fully protonated system is
difficult for mixing times sm C 100 ms, and for systems
with global correlation times sc[ 10 ns (Supporting
Information Figures S1 and S2). Thus reducing the proton
density results in a more efficient and accurate identifica-
tion of the interface over a wider range of molecular
masses.
An extensive network of cross-relaxing nuclei deter-
mines the longitudinal relaxation of protons in a macro-
molecule. Additional complexities may arise when one
considers a REDPRO labeled protein. If a protein is
Fig. 2 Predicted efficiency of the polarization transfer. The dark blue
spheres indicate the high probability (P = 1.0) of finding protons on
the HIPRO source protein or ligand (left cube) whereas the light blue
spheres represent the low probability (P = 0.1) of finding protons in
the REDPRO target protein (right cube). The red circle represents the
observed proton near the interface in the target protein. The cross-
peak amplitudes were calculated using Eq. 1 (see text and Suppl.
Material) and plotted for a global rotational correlation time
sc = 10 ns (red); 20 ns (magenta); 30 ns (blue); and 40 ns (green)
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deuterated to a level of 90%, then the probability of finding
a proton in any particular site is only 10%. The multi-
exponential relaxation behavior reflects an average over all
possible proton distributions. To describe the longitudinal
relaxation in a REDPRO sample, we define an average
Liouvillian operator that accurately accounts for (1) the
initial linear regime and (2) the equilibrium polarization. A
full treatment is available in Supplementary Material.
Intermolecular cross-relaxation
In large biomolecules, the spectral density functions have
the following trend, Jij 0ð Þ $ Jij x0ð Þ[ Jij 2x0ð Þ, so that
longitudinal relaxation of protons is largely dominated by
cross-relaxation. In a conventional NOESY experiment, the
polarizations are ‘labeled’ by the chemical shifts of the
protons after the evolution interval. The effective relaxa-
tion rate associated with a diagonal peak during the mixing
time is described by the selective relaxation rate (Macura
and Ernst 1980)
P
j6¼i
Pj q0ij þ r0ij
! "
. This has dramatic effect
on systems with high proton density. According to our
calculations for a 30 kDa protein, almost 95% of the
intensity of a diagonal peak can be lost after a short mixing
time (sm) of 100 ms. When intramolecular nOe’s are to be
detected, cross-relaxation leads to the build-up of desired
off-diagonal peaks in the NOESY spectrum whereas
intramolecular cross-relaxation does not lead to any cross
peak in the filtered NOESY experiments. Intramolecular
cross-relaxation results in a loss of polarization, as illus-
trated by Fig. 1, if the polarization is initially labeled by
chemical shifts. Weak intermolecular nOe’s are strongly
attenuated because of this fast relaxation process.
On the other hand, for t1 = 0 ms in the filtered NOESY
experiments, all polarizations are in-phase so that the out-
come is not affected by intramolecular cross-relaxation i.e.
all intramolecular cross-peaksmerge with the diagonal peak.
The global decay of the longitudinal polarization can be
approximated by a non-selective relaxation rate:
1=n
P
i
P
j6¼i
Pjq0ij, which is small and decreaseswith increasing
protein size. Long-range dipolar cross-relaxation rates are
proportional to Jij(0), and have an efficiency that increases
with molecular weight. As shown in Fig. 1, intramolecular
spin-diffusion within the source protein or ligand is benefi-
cial since it constantly fuels the transfer of polarization to the
target by providing the protons near the interface of the
source with additional polarization. In such a situation the
source protein behaves as a polarization reservoir.
The amount of polarization that is received by target
proton i from the source protein reservoir is proportional to
the population of site i, so that intermolecular polarization
transfers are affected to the same extent as the
intramolecular transfers within the low-density target
protein. In a filtered NOESY experiment, the suppression
of the initial proton polarization of the target protein boosts
the relative polarization of the high-density source protein
thus favoring the observation of intermolecular polariza-
tion transfer. The product of the probabilities for finding a
proton at each site determines the probability of having an
uninterrupted source of protonated sites. Therefore, in a
REDPRO labeled sample, where the protonation proba-
bility is *10%, spin diffusion is significantly attenuated
(Fig. 1).
A simple three spin-system model was used to simulate
polarization transfer. In this model, the first spin represents
the high-density proton reservoir, the second spin is the one
that is observed and the third spin is used to account for
intramolecular spin-diffusion within the REDPRO protein.
In the slow tumbling limit, (i.e. when the spectral density
J(0) dominates) the dipolar cross-relaxation rate between
two spins is close to 40% of the contribution of the dipolar
interaction to transverse relaxation. The estimate of the
overall rotational correlation time is sufficient to evaluate
the sum of all intermolecular dipolar cross-relaxation rates
of the normalized polarization transfer when the mixing
time is shorter than 600 ms. The expression employed to
correlate the sum of intermolecular nOe’s to the normal-
ized polarization intensity (Inorm) is given as:
Inorm ¼
X
HIPRO
rintert
1
2
þ 1' exp '2Stð Þ
4St
# $
ð1Þ
where S = ksc is the sum of all intramolecular cross-
relaxation rates, k = 0.2 9 109 s-2 for a proton density of
10%, and the cross-relaxation rates are between the
observed proton in the target protein and all the protons in
the HIPRO source protein are summed up. Details about
the relaxation matrix used to derive Eq. 1 can be found in
the Supporting Information.
Preparation of the samples
The DNA sequence coding for the amino acid 221 to 251
of the human Ataxin 3 Ubiquitin Interacting Motif (AUIM)
was cloned into the pTM expression vector (Staley and
Kim 1994). The AUIM peptide was over-expressed in the
LB medium and purified as described elsewhere (Staley
and Kim 1994) The triply labeled [13C, 15N, 2H]-ubiquitin
sample with the REDPRO (Shekhtman et al. 2002) labeling
scheme was prepared as described previously (You et al.
1999). The final [13C, 15N, 2H]-ubiquitin- [1H]-AUIM
[0.5:1 mM] complex was made in 50 mM ammonium
acetate, pH 4.5, 0.1% NaN3 in 90%
2H2O. All NMR data
for the Ubiquitin-AUIM complex were recorded at 300 K.
The detailed expression and purification protocols for Csk
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SH3 and the 25 residue-long peptide from the tyrosine
phosphatase (PEP) are given elsewhere (Ghose et al. 2001).
For the present study the [13C, 15N, 2H]-Csk SH3 was
prepared using the REDPRO labeling scheme and unla-
beled PEP was grown in LB media. The final NMR sample
of the [13C, 15N, 2H]-Csk SH3- [1H]-PEP [0.4:1.2 mM]
complex was prepared in 98% 2H2O buffer (20 mM Tris-
d11, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% NaN3 and pH 7.2). The Csk SH3-
PEP complex designed to mimic a high molecular weight
protein was prepared by adding 21.7% (w/w) [2H8
12C]
glycerol to the above NMR sample. All NMR data for the
Csk SH3-PEP complex were collected at 298 K.
NMR spectroscopy
All experiments were carried out on a Bruker Avance
spectrometer with a proton Larmor frequency of 700 MHz,
equipped with a TXI cold probe with z-axis gradients. The
pulse sequences for the polarization transfer experiments
were adapted for use on a cold probe from the pulse
sequences previously developed by Zwahlen et al. (1997)
(Figs. S1 and S2). The selective saturation of the solvent
polarization at the beginning of the mixing time, or alter-
natively, the selective inversion of the solvent magnetiza-
tion during the mixing time, suppresses the cross-peaks
originating from exchange or cross-relaxation with the
solvent. The cost of such a procedure is an increase of the
longitudinal relaxation rates of protons that are exposed to
the solvent. The complete backbone and side-chain carbon
and proton assignments of the Ubiquitin-AUIM and Csk
SH3-PEP complexes were done by using CBCACONH,
HNCACB, CCCONH, HCCONH and HBHACONH
experiments (Ghose et al. 2001; Muralidharan et al. 2006).
The aromatic side-chain assignments were based on con-
stant-time (CT) 1H {13C} HSQC, 3D-aromatic NOESY-
HSQC and on the Hd/Hc-Cb correlation experiment
developed by Yamazaki et al. (1993). All spectra were
processed and analyzed by using NMRPipe (Delaglio et al.
1995) and viewed by NMRView (Johnson and Blevins
1994). The increase in the viscosity from pure 2H2O to the
glycerol/2H2O mixture was monitored with a
13C version of
the X-STE experiment (Ferrage et al. 2003, 2004).
Polarization transfer calculations
The model used in the simulations consists of two cubes of
length 4.36 A˚, each comprising of 27 protons. The distance
between the two cubes is 4 A˚. We have employed a model-
free spectral density function with a local order parameter
S2 = 0.7 and a local correlation time se = 0.1 ns for all
nuclear pairs. The size of the cubes was adjusted so that the
average transverse proton relaxation rate in the HIPRO
cube followed the empirical rule R2/sc = 5 9 10
9 s-2.
Numerical calculations were carried out using MATLAB 7
(Mathworks, Inc).
Normalized polarization transfer ratio
The polarization transfer was normalized to take into
account the effects of (1) residual polarization after the
isotope filter and (2) site-to-site sensitivity differences due
to variations in proton density and relaxation rates. Four
HSQC-edited experiments were carried out: with and
without the filter and with NOESY mixing times (sm) of 0
and 300 ms. The normalized polarization transfer Inorm is
defined as:
Inorm tð Þ ¼ IF tð Þ
INF tð Þ '
IF 0ð Þ
INF 0ð Þ ð2Þ
where IF and INF are the intensities in the filtered and non-
filtered experiments.
NEBULA calculation
The normalized polarization transfer ratio was used to
evaluate the sum of the dipolar cross-relaxation rates from
the HIPRO source protein to a chosen proton on the low
proton-density (REDPRO) target protein. The probability
distribution was estimated using constraints derived from
the observed cross relaxation effects, and anti-constraints
reflecting the absence of cross relaxation. The space in
which the calculations were performed is defined below.
The coordinates of the target proteins (PDB codes 1D3Z
and 1JEG for the NMR structures of ubiquitin (Cornilescu
et al. 1998) and Csk SH3, (Ghose et al. 2001), respectively)
were the initial input data used for simulations of the
proton density distribution. The origin of the frame was
moved to the center of the protein structure. A three-
dimensional grid with a resolution of 1 A˚ was defined, with
edges located greater than 5 A˚ away from any hydrogen in
the target protein. The next step of the simulation was to
define a space around the target where the proton proba-
bilities were computed. In the first cycle, only hypothetical
proton coordinates lying within a radius of 5 A˚ from any
given proton in the target protein with a detectable polar-
ization transfer were retained. To verify that the selected
coordinates were positioned at the exterior of the target
protein, the following criterion was used: the distances to
all atoms in the protein that lie within 7 A˚ of a proton
carrying a positive constraint were calculated, and coor-
dinates were kept only if all distances were larger than the
sum of the van der Waals radii. Then a list of the dipolar
cross-relaxation rates from each of the hypothetical proton
coordinates to each hydrogen nucleus was computed. A
Lipari-Szabo spectral density function was used so that the
local dynamics and the high-frequency contributions to
J Biomol NMR (2010) 47:41–54 45
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relaxation were not underestimated. In our analysis the
methyl groups were treated as one entity, i.e. the average
cross-relaxation rates were calculated between the three
individual protons using the distances derived from the
PDB file. In the second cycle, we eliminated all hypo-
thetical protons coordinates that have the predicted dipolar
cross-relaxation rates higher than the experimental con-
straint. Finally, parasitic constraints associated with deeply
buried protons (i.e. when the closest point on the grid is
further than 5 A˚) were eliminated.
A Monte Carlo simulation was performed by generating
random distributions of protons at the coordinates of the
3D grid. The average population density of each configu-
ration was set to 5.5 and 6.2% of the total number of points
on the grid for the ubiquitin-AUIM complex and the Csk
SH3-PEP complex, respectively, so that the source protein
occupies most of the available space. The sum of all
dipolar cross-relaxation rates from the source to the target
protons was calculated and an experimental energy func-
tion E ¼ Ec þ Eac was determined for each configuration.
Ec, the energy from measured constraints, is defined as:
Ec ¼
P
i
rexptot ' rcalctot
% &2
i
'
Drexptotð Þ2i and Eac, the energy
from anti-constraints (corresponding to observable protons
for which no cross-relaxation effects were observed), is
defined as Eac ¼
P
i
rcalctot
(
rthrtot
% &2
i
where rexptot , rthrtot , Dr
exp
tot
and rcalctot are the measured rate, the experimental threshold,
the experimental error, and the calculated sum of all cross-
relaxation rates from the source to the target protons,
respectively. The experimental threshold was defined in
terms of normalized polarization transfer and was set to
*20% of the maximum value. Since the deuteration on Ha
sites was close to 100%, these sites did not contribute to
any anti-constraints. For the NEBULA calculations of the
Csk SH3-PEP complex, the exchangeable protons were
systematically excluded so that they did not contribute to
any anti-constraints. A set of configurations (between 300
and 1000 generated from 5 9 106 to 107 tests) was
retained. Note that more than 107 configurations can be
generated in an hour using an HP DL 145 SATA G2 Server
with a DUAL AMD O280 processor at 2.4 GHz with 8 GB
of RAM. Population probabilities were then derived for
each site from a Boltzmann-weighted sum of populations
of the selected configurations.
Results and discussion
Polarization transfer
We have simulated the efficiency of polarization transfer
during a REDSPRINT experiment on a simple system
(Fig. 2). We considered the case where (1) the proton
density of the source protein (or other ligand) is high
(HIPRO, left-side cube) and (2) the proton density of the
target protein is low (REDPRO, right-side cube). In the
initial state, right after the isotope filter (see Figure S1 and
S2), (Zwahlen et al. 1997) the polarization in the right-hand
REDPRO cube vanishes, while the equilibrium polarization
of the left-hand HIPRO cube is attenuated by transverse
relaxation during the isotope filter. The cross-peak ampli-
tudes arising from the polarization transfer to the observed
proton at the interface in the REDPRO protein is shown in
Fig. 2. The rather high efficiency of the polarization transfer
can be understood from the schematic representation of
Fig. 1b. In the HIPRO source, efficient spin diffusion makes
the whole protein a reservoir that constantly provides the
interface with polarization. On the other hand, limited spin-
diffusion in the REDPRO target preserves the transferred
polarization at the interface. The efficiency of the polariza-
tion transfer shows little dependence on the global correla-
tion time (sc) (i.e. on the size of the system) in the 10–40 ns
range, corresponding to about 20 to 80 kDa. This is due to the
combination of two effects: with increasing size, (1) trans-
verse proton relaxation in the HIPRO protein during the
isotope filter decreases the amount of polarization available
before the mixing time and (2) the transfer itself is more
efficient (simulations have shown that the maximum transfer
efficiency is twice as large for sc = 40 ns than for
sc = 10 ns). For large complexes (MW C 80 kDa), polari-
zation transfer within the target protein limits the ability to
detect the protons at the interface of the target protein except
for systems, which are in fast exchange between free and
bound states. This model of simulation may provide useful
insight into optimization of pulse sequences for these sys-
tems, by, e.g. (Frueh et al. 2005).
The effect of local variations of the proton density on
the sensitivity and accuracy of this approach were also
evaluated by simulations on the same system (Fig. S9). As
expected, the sensitivity per proton increases with lower
density but the absolute sensitivity decreases. On the other
hand, the accuracy (linked to the amount of spin diffusion
towards a proton far from the interface) increases signifi-
cantly. Similarly, when the proton density increases, the
sensitivity per proton decreases as well as the accuracy.
Overall, a proton density close to 10% is a good compro-
mise between sensitivity and accuracy and small local
variations around that average value (between 5 and 20%
proton density) do not affect dramatically the accuracy of
this approach.
Fast mapping of the interface
This REDSPRINT protocol utilizes a fast and straightfor-
ward mapping of the interface based on isotope-filtered
46 J Biomol NMR (2010) 47:41–54
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NOESY. This approach relies on the difference between
the spectra acquired with and without a mixing time as
shown by Zangger et al. (2003) Using this approach, we
suppress the signal from residual polarization at the end of
the filter with sufficient accuracy, as shown in Figs. 3a and
4a. For each system of interest, a threshold is defined to
distinguish the actual transfer of polarization from noise
and artifacts. The assignment of protons receiving polari-
zation from the HIPRO source protein (or ligand) permits
identification of the interface on the target protein. The
residues above the threshold are mapped onto the molec-
ular surface of ubiquitin (Fig. 3b). The interface on ubiq-
uitin is a continuous surface (shown in red) except a few
residues on the opposite side (Asp21, Ile23, Ala28, Ile30
and Gln31). Indicated by a blue arrow in Fig. 3b, is an
unusual extension of the interface around the methyl
groups of Ile36 and Leu71.
Similarly, Fig. 4b shows the residues of the REDPRO
Csk SH3 domain (in red) that are involved in the interac-
tion with the HIPRO PEP source protein. A large ‘‘patch’’
(blue arrow) is found facing the Pro9-Pro10-Pro11 segment
of PEP. The signals from this region of the source protein
are difficult to assign using conventional 3D NMR exper-
iments. Therefore, no distance restraints were used for
these residues in the earlier structure calculation (Ghose
et al. 2001) This result demonstrates that the REDSPRINT
strategy is valuable to identify an interface of a ligand,
domain or segment whose signals cannot be assigned.
These additional restraints can be used for structure
refinement of the Csk SH3-PEP complex to get a more
accurate structure.
The sensitivity of this experimental approach is variable,
depending on the system under study and the experiments
Fig. 3 a REDSPRINT spectrum of ubiquitin with reduced proton
density (REDPRO) bound to the HIPRO source peptide AUIM. The
peaks labeled with their residue numbers have an intensity of at least
one-third of the peak height of Gly47, which is the most intense. b
These residues are mapped on the surface of ubiquitin (PDB code
1D3Z). The blue arrow points toward an atypical extension of the
interface not previously identified (see text). The filtered NOESY
spectra at mixing time of 1 ms, 300 ms and the difference spectra are
shown in Figure S3 a-f
Fig. 4 a REDSPRINT spectrum recorded with 13C decoupling,
showing the aromatic region of REDPRO Csk SH3 (target protein)
bound to HIPRO PEP (source peptide). All peaks appearing in the
spectrum are labeled. The residues that show cross-relaxation from
PEP to Csk SH3 are mapped on the surface of the Csk SH3-PEP
complex (PDB code 1JEG) (b). The arrow indicates a part of the
interface that was not identified in earlier studies (see text) (Ghose
et al. 2001). The filtered NOESY spectra at mixing time of 1 ms,
300 ms and the difference spectra are shown in Figure S3 g–l
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employed. We have compared the signal-to-noise ratio of
filtered NOESY difference spectra to that of HSQC spectra
recorded on the same samples (with slightly shorter
recovery delays: 1.5 s vs. 2 s for filtered NOESY). The
signal-to-noise ratio in the spectrum displayed in Fig. 3b is
about 1.5 to 3.5% of the one of an HSQC spectrum. On the
other hand, for the aliphatic protons in the Csk SH3-PEP
complex, this ratio ranges between 5.5 and 11% when the
sample is in D2O and between 7 and 19% when in a
mixture of D2O and glycerol. The much higher sensitivity
for aliphatics comes mostly from shorter distances to the
source for these side-chain protons. In addition, cross-
relaxation or exchange with saturated water protons may
cause additional losses for the data reported in Fig. 3. The
highest sensitivity in the Csk SH3-PEP complex is signif-
icantly higher than that predicted by simulations (Fig. 2). It
is obtained with the methyl group of Ala40, that is in direct
contact with the two methyl groups of Val22 in the peptide,
so that the local proton density of the source is unusually
high.
In our study, the fast mapping of the interface was suc-
cessful for the ubiquitin-AUIM complex (overall correlation
time ca. 10 ns) and the Csk SH3-PEP complex in 2H2O
(overall correlation time 12.9 ns). However, the fast map-
ping approach for the slow-tumbling Csk SH3-PEP complex
(overall correlation time 20 ns) was less successful. The
signals from the aromatic side-chain were not unambigu-
ously detected due to the combination of rather intense
residual peaks remaining after the filter and fast transverse
relaxation of the aromatic protons located near the interface.
On the other hand all the residues with at least one methyl
group that are located near the interface, e.g. Thr23, Ala24,
Ala40, Val41, Thr42 and Ile59 (see Supporting Information,
Fig. S11)were identified. The residues near the surface of the
Csk SH3 domain that are facing the polyproline segment of
the PEP ligand have no methyl groups. Therefore, calculat-
ing the normalized polarization transfer ratios (see below)
will help in identifying this missing interface. Nevertheless,
the results obtained from the methyl groups using the fast
mapping approach provide accurate, if limited, information
about the localization of the interface on the target protein of
a large complex.
Normalized transfer ratios
The suppression of residual magnetization after the filter in
the fast mapping procedure is not 100% efficient. Detecting
protons near the interface may be difficult because of fast
transverse relaxation due to chemical exchange and/or
intermolecular dipole–dipole interactions in large com-
plexes. In such cases, the discrimination between the
polarization transferred to a proton near the interface from
residual polarization on other protons may be limited. A
more elaborate analysis of the data may be carried out to
extract quantitative information from the spectra. The
normalized polarization transfer ratios for the amide pro-
tons in the ubiquitin-AUIM complex and the side-chain
protons in the Csk SH3-PEP complex are computed using
Eq. 2 (see Supporting Information Fig. S4 and Tables S1
and S2). According to Eq. 2, the normalized polarization
transfer nearly vanishes for protons of the target protein
that are far away from the interface, even in the presence of
residual polarization after the isotope filter. For the protons
near the interface, the normalized polarization transfer ratio
is dominated by polarization transferred from the HIPRO
source protein. The variations of the inherent sensitivity of
each signal as well as auto-relaxation during the mixing
time are also taken into account by the normalization
procedure.
The signals of 15N-bound protons in the ubiquitin-
AUIM complex are sufficient to define the interface. In the
Csk SH3-PEP complex, the aromatic side-chains permit us
to identify the residues, which are located at the interface
(see Supporting Information Fig. S4). Note that the side-
chain of Trp47 shows very high polarization transfer,
whereas the side-chain of the next residue, Tyr48, which
points towards the core of the protein, receives no detect-
able polarization from PEP (Supporting Information, Fig.
S5). Similarly, when this approach was applied to the Csk
SH3-PEP complex in [2H8] glycerol, mimicking a high
molecular weight complex, one was able to identify several
protons located near the interface (see Supporting Infor-
mation Table S2), including the methyl protons identified
by the fast mapping approach.
Nuclei Envelope Belonging to UnLabeled Additive
(NEBULA) calculations
The large number of probes near the surface of the RED-
PRO target protein provides a sufficiently detailed picture
of the proton density of the HIPRO source protein to
determine the docking interface. In essence, an approach
was developed to identify proton density sufficient to
provide the detected polarization transfer (Bermejo and
Llina´s 2008). In this approach, constraints were associated
with identified polarization transfer to protons of the
REDPRO target with known structure. ‘‘Anti-constraints’’
were also introduced to account for low probability of
proton density in the vicinity of REDPRO protons with no
polarization transfer. Note that this is a calculation of a
likely position of hydrogen source positions, on a 3-D grid,
and not a fitting to a known structure. There is no
requirement for assignment (or any other information)
about the source. The normalized polarization transfer ratio
was used to evaluate the sum of the intermolecular dipolar
cross-relaxation rates rexptot from the HIPRO source to an
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observed proton on the REDPRO target. Polarization
transfer calculations using the same model system as pre-
sented in Fig. 2 were used to validate the use of Eq. 1.
Several factors were neglected in the semi-quantitative
analysis of our data collected using the modified isotope-
filtered NOESY experiment. The site-to-site variation of
the transverse relaxation rates of the HIPRO source protein
(e.g. AUIM or PEP ligand) and the variations of the initial
polarizations were not taken into account. In large mole-
cules, these site-to-site variations tend to average out
through intramolecular spin-diffusion during the mixing
time. However, this approximation is less accurate in
small-to-middle size systems such as the ubiquitin-AUIM
complex. Nevertheless, one should note that an error of
*50% in the transferred polarization results in *12%
error in the distance.
The uncertainty in the origin of polarization from the
source protein to the target protein makes it difficult to
carry out a site-by-site evaluation of the population prob-
ability. The polarization transferred to a proton of the
target protein is a property of the configuration of the
protons of the source within a 5 A˚ sphere around the target
proton. Such a configuration can be generated in a
molecular docking protocol, when the structures of both
target and source proteins are known. We have chosen a
Monte Carlo-based approach that requires no prior
knowledge about the structure of the source protein or the
relative positions of the source and target proteins, i.e. it
provides an objective proton density. The results were
shown to be robust in the presence of a limited number of
inaccurate constraints. A steric exclusion criterion elimi-
nates the constraints obtained from the protons placed
deeply inside the target protein. Anti-constraints are also
important because if a ‘‘parasitic’’ constraint (an outlier) is
isolated then the sum of neighboring anti-constraints will
lead to a low estimate of the proton density of surrounding
sites.
The results obtained after the REDSPRINT analysis and
NEBULA calculations for the ubiquitin-AUIM complexes
are shown in Fig. 5a, c, e, (‘‘NEBULA plots’’). The
structure of a separately determined ubiquitin-UIM com-
plex (Swanson et al. 2003) is shown in Fig. 5b, d and f for
comparison. Examination of Fig. 5 shows that the RED-
SPRINT analysis places the helix of AUIM in the correct
groove (Fig. 5a, b) and also in the correct orientation
(Fig. 5c, d), although another ‘transverse’ orientation
cannot be ruled out. Apart from the higher probabilities
computed for the longitudinal orientation, docking of an a
helix in the groove on the surface of the ubiquitin would
lead to a much larger contact area than a ‘bridge’ config-
uration in the ‘transverse’ orientation. The presence of
proton density identified by an arrow in Fig. 5e is strikingly
different from a typical ubiquitin-UIM structure (Swanson
et al. 2003). The fast mapping procedure and the normal-
ized polarization transfer ratio show that the c2 methyl
group of Ile36 of ubiquitin is in contact with AUIM. This
additional interaction surface may originate from (1) the
presence of an alternate transverse orientation (2) an
interaction (possibly transient) with a part of the AUIM
peptide that does not belong to the typical a-helix, and/or
(3) spin-diffusion. Further investigation should discrimi-
nate between two possible binding modes, a real extension
of the interface or an experimental artifact.
In order to investigate the effects of slower tumbling,
NEBULA calculations for the Csk SH3-PEP complex in a
2H2O/[
2H8] glycerol mixture were carried out by using the
structure of the Csk SH3 domain (Ghose et al. 2001).
The NEBULA plots are displayed in Fig. 6a and c, and the
Fig. 5 a, c, e NEBULA plots showing the proton density of AUIM
bound to ubiquitin represented by gray spheres, while the probability
of AUIM proton densities are represented by spheres that are color-
coded from white (zero) to red (maximum). The radii of the spheres
are scaled with the corresponding proton density. Blue spheres
represent the protons of ubiquitin having REDSPRINT constraints. In
(e), the blue arrow identifies the contact area not previously identified
and described in the text. b, d, f Representative ubiquitin-UIM
complex (PDB code 1Q0 W(Swanson et al. 2003)) with ubiquitin
surface shown in gray and the UIM in green
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NMR structure of the complex is shown in Fig. 6b and d,
where the ligand (PEP) is shown in green spheres. It is
clear from the figure that REDSPRINT analysis has pre-
dicted the interface quite accurately as the overall shape of
the binding surface is very similar (Fig. 6c, d). In agree-
ment with the results from the fast mapping technique of
the interface for the Csk SH3-PEP complex in 2H2O (see
Fig. 4b), the binding surface extends on one side of the
peptide (Fig. 6d and S10) to include the Pro9-Pro10-Pro11
motif of PEP. This feature is particularly noteworthy since
this proline-rich segment was shown to be necessary for the
interaction between the Csk SH3 domain and PEP. Even
for this slow-tumbling system, the use of normalized
polarization transfer ratios enables NEBULA plots to
reveal the full extent of the interface. NEBULA calcula-
tions are more accurate than a fast mapping procedure,
which is based on difference NOESY spectra (Figs. 3 and
4). The inspection of the proton density around Lys43
(Fig. 6) is noteworthy as the side-chain of Lys43 projects
out from the surface of the SH3 domain. The identification
of non-vanishing normalized polarization transfer ratio for
b and c protons leads to a sampling of the proton density
around this side-chain. The combination of anti- and
positive constraints allows NEBULA calculations to pre-
dict unambiguously the highest proton density on one side
of the side-chain, consistent with the NMR structure of the
complex.
NEBULA calculations for the Csk SH3-PEP complex in
2H2O are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure
S10) and compared to the results obtained from 2H2O/[
2H8]
glycerol mixture (Fig. 6a, c). The interacting surface
obtained after the NEBULA calculations in both cases are
very similar. Some differences in the local proton densities
may come from the inability to detect some polarization
transfers in either of the samples. In addition, more effi-
cient intramolecular cross-relaxation within the source
(PEP) protein may explain the higher homogeneity of the
proton density observed for the Csk SH3-PEP complex in
2H2O/[
2H8] glycerol mixture, suggesting the efficacy of
this approach in higher molecular weight systems. A low-
proton density extension of the patch facing the poly-pro-
line segment of PEP is due to an additional constraint
obtained on the b protons of residue Asn19 in the slow-
tumbling complex. The slight variations observed between
the two NEBULA plots show that such an approach is a
first step in interpreting the experimental polarization
transfer. A thorough analysis employing the complete
relaxation matrices and explicitly taking into account the
fast exchange between free and bound forms using
CORCEMA, (Jayalakshmi and Krishna 2002) combined
with protein docking using HADDOCK (Dominguez et al.
2003) may lead to models of the complex with improved
precision and accuracy. Alternatively, the NEBULA sur-
face could provide useful constraints to modeling using
fragment based approaches for complexes (Wolff et al.
2008; Das et al. 2009) .
In the NEBULA plot of the rapidly-tumbling Csk SH3-
PEP complex (Figure S10e and f), one may notice a high
proton density cluster (shown in a circle) that lies in the
vicinity of the PEP ligand, when NEBULA analysis is done
using the first NMR model from the ensemble of 25
structures of the complex. After inspection of all models in
the ensemble it is evident that the side-chain of Arg15 from
PEP fills this space in 20 out of 25 models. Thus, our
results support this statistically dominant orientation for the
side-chain of Arg15 (see Supporting Information).
Comparison of REDSPRINT and other NMR
approaches
The information obtained from REDSPRINT analysis is
accurate but of medium-resolution and can be used as a
valuable constraint for protein–protein or protein–ligand
docking. In this respect, it is not as complete as the full
structure determination of a complex, involving assignment
of the components in the complex and the identification
(often technically highly demanding) of the intermolecular
nOes. On the other hand, it provides a rapid model of the
protein–ligand interface, as well as significant quantitative
constraints for fitting and modeling of complexes. Since
many such complexes have a substantial amount of
exchange and flexibility, fitting to a hydrogen density may
Fig. 6 NEBULA plots showing the proton density of the PEP peptide
bound to the Csk SH3 domain in a 2H2O/[
2H8] glycerol mixture. The
Csk SH3 domain is represented by gray spheres while the color-
coded spheres represent the probabilities of the presence of protons
belonging to the source protein PEP. Blue spheres represent protons
of the Csk SH3 domain with REDSPRINT constraints. b, d In
addition to the NEBULA plot, the PEP ligand is shown as green
spheres. The blue arrow indicates the extension of the interface that
was not identified in the earlier studies while a red line designates the
side-chain of Lys43
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be a more accurate time-averaged approach than con-
straining to one (or a few) specific complex structures. To
decide when REDSPRINT should be used, we compared
the information content-to-cost ratio and the range of
accessible complex sizes with other NMR techniques. The
two filtered NOESY spectra of the aromatic region recor-
ded with the Csk SH3-PEP complex to obtain the differ-
ence spectrum took a total of 8 h. In order to determine the
normalized polarization transfer ratio, two additional non-
filtered experiments were recorded for 4 h, each with half
as many transients. The same spectra of the aliphatic region
required a total of 32 h. The total duration of the experi-
ments was 44 h without optimization of the spectral win-
dows and resolution. The number of transients recorded
was doubled for the Csk SH3-PEP complex in 2H2O/[
2H8]
glycerol leading to 88 h of experimental time. As a test for
time-optimization, we have processed NMR data with half
the resolution of the recorded spectra in the indirect
dimension (i.e. with maximum evolution times t1
max =
4.847 ms instead of 9.694 ms for the aliphatic spectra and
4.733 ms instead of 9.467 ms for the aromatic spectra).
The signal-to-noise ratio decreased slightly for most peaks
and the most notable decrease, of the order of 20%, was for
methyl groups. In comparison to selective methyl labeling
(Ollerenshaw et al. 2003), this is a significant decrease,
which is offset by the larger number and distribution of
probes in a REDPRO target. Although it would suffer from
this scarcity of probes, REPSRINT could be implemented
with a selectively methyl-labeled target.
The normalized polarization transfer ratios were com-
puted and compared with those used for the NEBULA
calculations displayed in Fig. 6a–d. The error margins of
the normalized polarization transfer ratios were compara-
ble. In most cases the variation of the normalized polari-
zation transfer ratio obtained from the low-resolution and
the high-resolution data fell within the error margin with
the exception of two peaks (Hb from Tyr18 and Hc2 from
Thr42). For these two peaks, the difference in the nor-
malized polarization transfer ratios was around *20%,
which led to a very small error in the evaluation of the
distances between the protons of the source and the target
proteins. In conclusion, it would be possible to record
aliphatic and aromatic region spectra within 44 h, or less,
for a sample with a low concentration (*400 lM) and an
overall tumbling time of 20 ns. A similar optimization of
the experimental conditions for the Csk SH3-PEP complex
in 2H2O (tumbling time 13 ns) would lead to a total
duration of 22 h. The time required to collect data for the
REDSPRINT analysis is longer than for chemical shift
perturbations and saturation transfer experiments. The
requirement for complete deuteration (*100%) of the
target protein makes saturation transfer studies more
expensive and complicated. Under optimized conditions,
the experimental time to collect REDSPRINT data is lower
or comparable to the time necessary to record a single
isotope-filtered NOESY experiment. However, for con-
ventional structure determination of complexes based on
isotope-filtered NOESY, the assignment of the source
protein is necessary, which may take days or even weeks
and even require multiple samples with different isotope
labeling.
Chemical shift perturbation, monitored by 1H{15N}
HSQC spectra, is the most commonly used method for
identifying the interface of complexes. The information
content obtained by saturation transfer experiments with
HSQCs is low, since one can obtain only one constraint per
residue, but attempts at protein docking based on saturation
transfer experiments have been reported (Matsuda et al.
2004) REDPSRINT methodology is more accurate than
chemical shift perturbations, because it is directly related to
time-averaged distances, and not to the more complex
electromagnetic fluctuation underlying chemical shifts. In
REDSPRINT, all sites with residual protons can be probed
(i.e. backbone amide, aliphatic and aromatic side-chains),
therefore the number of constraints obtained is greater than
those obtained from saturation transfer experiments. An
accurate high-resolution structure of the complex requires
complete assignments of both the source and the target
proteins and also generation of distance constraints using
isotope-filtered NOESY experiments. It is sometimes dif-
ficult to obtain such distance constraints due to the lack of
assignment of the source protein which may lead to inac-
curate interface mapping. In our study of Csk SH3-PEP, we
have illustrated that REDSPRINT can identify structural
features, which were not readily accessible by conven-
tional methods and thus aid in identifying the accurate
binding interface and providing constraints for structural
refinement.
As long as NMR signals can be observed, chemical shift
perturbation studies will not be affected by the size of
complexes (Fiaux et al. 2002) although it should be noted
that partial deuteration is sometime desirable. Since there
are limited (Williams et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2006) numbers
of high molecular weight complex structures studied so far
it is difficult to assess the upper limit ([30 kDa) of the
feasibility of structure determination using isotope-filtered
NOESY experiments. Saturation transfer experiments can
be performed on larger systems but the transverse relaxa-
tion due to intermolecular dipole–dipole interactions may
severely affect very large systems. Similarly, the RED-
SPRINT data are also affected by intermolecular contri-
butions to the transverse relaxation of interfacial protons.
In this study we have demonstrated that the REDSPRINT
methodology could be used to identify the interface of
complexes as large as 40 kDa (tumbling with *20 ns).
Simulations shown in Fig. 2 suggest that even larger
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complexes should be accessible, at least for favorable
systems where transverse relaxation in the source protein is
not too fast and the spectral overlap of the target protein is
not severe. Further simulations (see Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S9) showed that high polarization transfer
efficiency makes REDSPRINT more sensitive than isotope
filtered NOESY-based experiments (except in the case
when a single intermolecular cross-relaxation pathway
dominates) in spite of the high level of deuteration. This is
due to favorable relaxation properties and detecting the
sum of all intermolecular transfers after long mixing times.
The results obtained from the chemical shift perturba-
tion and REDSPRINT analyses were compared for the
methyl groups of the ubiquitin-AUIM complex (Figure
S6). In order to select the residues at the interface (e.g.
Leu8, Ile44, Val70, Thr7, Leu71, Ile36 and Ile61), a
threshold of 0.01 ppm was chosen. On the other hand, the
chemical shift perturbations of Ile30 and Ile50 are above
the threshold even though they are not exposed at the
surface of ubiquitin. Nevertheless, chemical shift pertur-
bation studies provide a rather good characterization of the
interface of ubiquitin (in agreement with the REDSPRINT
results) but the small chemical shift changes make it pos-
sible to pick false positives.
Table S3 (see Supporting Information) lists the inter-
molecular nOes obtained in a HIPRO sample of ubiquitin
(target protein) and AUIM (source protein) by using tra-
ditional isotope-filtered NOESY experiment. Both tech-
niques identify the same protons located near the interface,
with a few exceptions, assuming that the structure of the
ubiquitin-AUIM complex is typical. Many intermolecular
correlations are seen in the traditional isotope-filtered
NOESY spectrum for the methyl groups of the hydropho-
bic patch (Leu8, Ile44 and Val70) that are also observed in
the REDSRPINT spectrum. The presence of intense signals
on the diagonal due to residual polarization after the filter
prevents the identification of cross-peaks between protons
with similar chemical shifts in the filtered NOESY exper-
iment. The same residual polarization limits the accuracy
of REDSPRINT since it necessitates a higher threshold
limit in the analysis of the normalized polarization transfer.
Hence it is possible that some small polarization transfer
cannot be distinguished from an artifact of the filter.
Therefore the limitation of REDSPRINT analysis is the
efficiency of the ‘‘isotope filter’’ since it dictates the
threshold limit to be chosen for the normalized polarization
transfer.
Furthermore simulations were carried out to evaluate the
necessity of deuteration in the REDSPRINT protocol. As
expected, deleterious spin-diffusion within a HIPRO target
protein is very efficient, so that deuteration is absolutely
necessary to ensure the accuracy of REDSPRINT meth-
odology for most systems. However, for small systems
with global correlation time sc\ 10 ns, spin-diffusion may
be more tolerant. The use of very short mixing times, close
to 50 ms, ensures a satisfactory accuracy and an acceptable
signal-to-noise. For protein complexes that are amenable to
isotope-filtered NOESY experiments, the REDSPRINT
analysis is useful to identify the interface and can also be
combined with distance constraints to obtain more accurate
information about the interface as illustrated in our study of
the Csk SH3-PEP complex. In cases where a high-resolu-
tion structure of the complex is not required the
REDSPRINT analysis can identify the interface and help in
docking. One can also use the isotope-filtered NOESY data
to perform NEBULA-based docking of the complex and
simplify structure calculations.
Conclusions
We have presented an alternative method for identifying
binding interfaces in protein complexes called RED-
SPRINT. This method requires a single NMR sample using
the REDPRO isotopic labeling scheme. The easy experi-
mental setup should make this approach applicable to large
systems where high-resolution structures are not accessible
by NMR. Whenever isotope-filtered NOESY methods are
efficient, REDSPRINT should be a useful complement for
structure refinement. It may also prove useful for in-cell
STINT-NMR experiments (Burz et al. 2006a). The analysis
of REDSPRINT data not only allows one to define the
interface, but also to map the proton density of one of the
binding partners in the complex. This information can be
employed to assist the docking of two molecules. Appli-
cations to two different complexes show that the binding
surfaces and NEBULA plots are well defined and could be
used to complement high-resolution data, even when the
assignment of the proton resonances of the binding partners
is incomplete.
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